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ABSTRACT 

Lambda hyperons were produced by K'" mesons at rest in the Berkeley 

30-in. heavy·liquid bubble chamber filled with a mixture of 7~vCF3Br-24%C3H8 
, by weight. A search for the j3 -decay mode A- p + e • + ;; was made. A total of 

192.,000 A decay~» of the type A- p + tr- was observed. Th1·ee methods of separ.·atlng 

the (:}-decay mode from the mesonic decay and from. other forms of background are 

discussed. The most successful method of calculating the branching ratio 

A-p+e.+V' 
r 14f.· · · made use ,of the 1\~ de::aya identified by the electrode 

( A-p + w ·)+(A-n + w0
) 

stopping or starting to curl up in the chamber: also. r was calculated !rom l\f3 decays 

in which the negative secondaries left ~the chamber. The nonmetllonic nature o£ these 

secondaries was established either by 6 :rays or by decay kinematics. The ... ·alues of 

• 1! obtained by the different methods all agree within the errors. The best value' 

obtained is r = (o.a;~: 0.13) x 10.· 3• 
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INTRODUCTION 

Soon after the discovery of parity nonconservation in weak interactions, 

1 2 Feynman and Gell-Mann and Marshak and Sudershan proposed a successful theory 

of the weak interactions of nonstrange particles. Their straightforward extension 

of thia theory to the beta decay of the lambda 

(1) 

predicts a branching ratio of 1.6o/o. Bubble chamber groups which had analyzed 

several thousand lambda decays soon realized that this ratio was an order of magnitude 

3 4 lower than that predicted. Aubert et al. • on the basis of 8 events. have recently 

+1 5 -3 reportedaratio (3.o .. 1: 2)Xl0 • 

This paper describes an experiment in which 150 beta decays were found 

among 192.0 000 visible lambdas.t The events have been separated into groups accord

ing to the method of identification, and a branching ratio is determined for each groupo 

Reaulta on the a.ngulaJ" correlations between the deca~r products and on the 

branching ratio of the muonic decay A- p + I' .. + v will be presented in a later repo:oto 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Exposure 

The experiment was performefi in the Berkeley 30-in. ~eavy-liqu.id bubble 

chamber. 5 The chamber wa• filled w.ith a 76%-24% mixture, by weight._ o£ 

CF 
3 

Br-C
3

H
8

• The large nu.-nber of A's necessary fot· this' experiment was obtaine·d 

from the reaction K .. (at rest)+ nucleus - A+ fragments~ The K- mesons were 

obtained from the Bevatron by using the 800-MeV / c separated beam of Murray et al6 6 

To obtain the largest number ollow-momentwn Ns, which give decay electrons that 

are easily detected. the particles in the beam were degraded with copper absorber 

to 550 MeV/c before they entered the charnber. They were further degraded to 440 

MeV /c by a l-in. copper plate placed inside the chamber 5 in. from the entrance. 

The chamber was in a 13 -kG magnetic field. 

The composition of the bubble chamber liquid was decide.d upon as a com

_promise between obtaining a reasonable accuracy in the determination of momenta 

and ~he necessity to distinguish electrons from .pi,ons and muons. To obtain the 

desired mixture, the amounts of Freon and propane used were weighed by sub-

baction from their conta.iners. The con:1position was checked by measuring the 

density, in the gaseous phase, of a small sample of liquid extracted at operating 

conditions, a,nd allowance was made for the expansion ratio. A check on the density 

was made by using it as a free para-meter in the range-energy relations a.nd by con-

straining the A mass to 1115.36 MeV. For this a sample of A- p + 1r- in which 

both secondak'ie_s stopped was used. The properties of the mixture can be summarized 

as follows: 

Properties of the c
3

H
8 

-GF 
3 

Br mbcture · 

Percentage composition (by weight) 

Operating temperature 

Operating pressure 

Density (under operating conditions) 

Radiation length 

Z4%C3H
8

, 76o/a<?F
3

Br 

37'''c 

Z83 lb/in. 
2 

0.89 g/cc 

ZZ.S em 

.. 

\1 
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The chamber was operated so that minimum-ionizing tracks contained 7 to 

10 bubbles per centimeter in order to allow good ionization measurements. However 

it was not possible to ·use ionization to distinguish electrons from pions because of 

the relativistic rise in electron-track bubble density. ·Gap-length measurements 

yielded 1.2 to 1.3 X minimum ionization for 100-MeV /c electrons. This is to be 

compared to 1.2 to 1.5 for pions between 140 and ZOO MeV/c, the moat ·probable 

momentum range fo1· those pions that did not stop in the chamber. 

A total of 230,000 useful pictures was obtained with an average of about two 

K's per picture.· Two-thirds of the K's stopped in the chamber, and the rest mostly 
:,j 
.l v 

interacted in flight. Approximately half the film was scanned and analyzed by each 
• l 

of the t\vo participating groups. 

Scanning Procedure 

The entire film was scanned for both the mesonic decay,· A- p + 'fl' ... , and the 

beta decay, A """P + ·e··l- v. Eve!lta were requiredto have some po~sfble origin in the 

liquid. 

The identification of the mesonic-decay mode was established by comparing 

scan-table measurements of momenta. angles, and ionization with ldnemati.C curves. 

All mesonic decays were recorded, but only those with a negative prong greater than 

' 
15 em and leaving the chamber·were measured on a digitized microscope or ",Franck-

enstein. 11 These latter events represented 2% of the total atld were considered to be 

candidates for the beta-decay mode i£ they £ailed the kinematic -constraint program. 

The more likely candidates for the !3-decay mode were selected on the scanning 

table according to one of the following criteria: (a") The vector R from the poi:~t of 

decay to a point along the track waa seen to pass through a maximum value; such cases 

were noted as maximum-radius -vector (R · ) events. max 
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In 80% of these events the electron curled up and stopped in the chamber. (b) The 

negative track was greater than 15 em in length, le:ft the chamber, an'J had a 6 ray 

greater than 1 em, as measured on the scanning table: (c) The negative track left 

the chamber and was too long for a mesontc decay, as calculated !rom the proton 

momentum and the opening angleo 

All the ~-decay candidates were measured and rejected if the calculated mass 

was not consistent with the A maJJs. Measurements of the electron monrenta were 

sufficiently uncertain so that this c,ondition was p:r,in>al"ily a teat on the tran:S~verse 

momenta of the p1•otons. 

The first two columns of Table I list the number of eventa found by these pro-
cedures and the scanning efficiencies for each category. The scanr.ing efficiencies 

we:t·e deter;mined by comparing two independent scanG. For the mesonic decay approx .. 

imately ,10'1o of the film wa.s scanned twice. and the efficiency was found to be 

To calculate e ,. we assurned that all the events had the same chance 
1T 

of being detected. This may not be true, however, for decay configurations in which. 

the proton was very short or in which the pion and proton were collinear. If these 

decay configurations were consistently missed, the scanning efficiency determined 

here would be too high. An upper limlt to thiB bias is 3o/c. 

For the ~-decay candidates o£ f:.he maximurn-:r:adius -vector variety, about 

50% of the .film was 1·escanned after the first scan was comph~te. To determ.ine the 

efficiency of the Glecond acan, each scanner was &iven film containing the everitS 

found by the others in the fh·st scan. The average efficiency of both scans is 

0.87;t:0.05. 

The efficiency for finding j3 decays with lS rays was determined by resca.nning 

a sample of the film chosen so as to contain many of the events identified by 6 raya 

on the firs£ scan. The average efficiency for o rays was found to be 0.67± 0.15. 

In a similar fashion, the efficiency for finding f3 decays that di,d not obey 

me sonic 1\. kinl3matics waa estimated to be 0. 90±0. 07. 



.. 

BACr~GROUND 

P.-ocauaa o£ the rarity of the type of event bcinr; t:turlied. a tl;ol:'ou~:}' iu•if\!;tltiga.-

tion of poaaible sour.ceo of baclq~round h necessary before a dctcJTi':.inn.tion of the 

branchin3 ratio -can. be made. Later, it will be seen that attct·••pto are m".dQ! to 

obtain three independent eotima.tea of the branching ratio £rox.Y1 tho throe diffcrcn~ 

methods of identification; some sources of backgrout'ld a!fcct all ca.tego:de.!:l, whereaci 

others are important for only one of the methods. 

The first source of background concerns very asymmetric electron pn5.l·G in 

which the positron is too short to be identified. Thio effect was elir.."linatccl compbtoly 
(. 

·by cl1oosing a Z~rnm cutoff length for the positive track. 

Neutron interactions ;emitting a single proton and lcavin6 th'e 1·coidu.:!l m!cleus 

in a radioa.c~ive otate that later {3 decays may also oimula:te leptL nic A decay:;. Tho 

higheat-energy electron expected from such a process is 13.6 1vJeV from the decay of · . . 

B 12• In order that none of these .events ahould be included the electrons were rcqt>ir,i!d 

·to ha.ve ranges o£ at leaot 9 em.· The measured A-momcntu::n spoctrur.:J. {Fig. l} i::J 

used in a relativistic three-body phase-space calculation to corroct for the pt·o~:-:.:>n-

and electron-leneth cutoffs. The total correction i;3 0.10±0.03. The error of 3·~;;, 

reflects tho acnsitivity of the laboratory system n1.omenta o£ the c- and p to tho 

nature of the matrix element for a V, A type of in',e4·action. ao well a::> the un

certainty in the J\ .. momentum spectrum. This error might be somewhat larger [Qr 

· other types o£ interactions. 

The next type of background concerns. events in wl1ich the positively charged 

secontlary leaves tl'le chamber0 so that it cannot be imn-1ediately identified as a protm1. 

'. For these events there _might be confusion between a. /\.!3 decay a.~d a '}~; cleeny, 01· 

:_-·a ..... entering the chamber through tho top or bottom elasa and decaying into an 

, electron ncar an orlgino Fifteen events c:a.me into thiel category ... Those events 

could oo identified as A~ decays on the basis of tho ionization o£ the positively 

charged secondaryo 
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Some neutron stars emit a proton and a Tr
1
' meson, and it is to 1-,e expected 

that a proportion of the y rays from the 'IT
0 decays give asymmetric Dalitz pairs. 

The proton, together with a negative electron from such a pair looks like a leptonic 
' . 

1\. decay~ The chance of a positron•a having an energy less than 0.3 l\!leV, and hence 

-3 passing unobserved, is about 4X 10 for a y-ray energy in the region of 80 MeV. 

Adding to this a 1 X 10·3 chance tht~t the positron will annihilate in the first rnillimeter, 

the ove1•all chance o£ missing the positron io; 5><10"'3• D.:i.litz pairs from 'IT() decays 

occur with a frequency of 1 in SOD so the probability that such a neutron· star will 

simulate a leptonic A decay is 6XI0-5• A search for elech·on pairs pointing back to 

proton recoils led to an estimated total of 2.00 neutron stat·a emitting. '11"
1 rnesons. 

~· Thus, the contamination of background events is only 1 in approximately 10 :r. leptonic 

A decays~ Further poc:sible conf'tlsion may arise when y rays from the same :;;ou:rce 

produce Compton electrons. A Compton electron may start within 1 mm of the star 

and so appear to have the same odgin as the proton. From observations on Comptvn 

electrons pointing back to proton recoils, thia background. is estimated to be JC}':). 

Two further possible types of contamination are due to normal mesonic A 

decays for which the negative track contains a. decay sequence Tr- 1-1.- e. The first 

type occurs when the fJ. decays backwards in the rr center-of-mass system and has 

so little· energy in the laboratory system that it travels no ~etecta.ble distance. This 

happens only for slow Tr1 s. These have an ionization of at least .2.5 times minimurn 

fo1· a. length of 1 em before the decay point. This means that the change in ionization 

at the decay point is observable. The '11"1 s decaying in lea a than 1 em will not be so 

readily seen, but calculation showed the number of spurious eve.nta from these decays " 

to be negligible. The secortd type of contamination occurs when the lines of flight of 

the 1r and 1J. arc oppooite to that of the proton and seem to be a continuation ot'the 

proton track. Wh~n the angle between the proton and the 'IT ·was restricted to be 

gt·eater than 17~ and the momentum of the 1r was restricted to be less than 45 MeV/c 

the contamination due to this effect was calculated to be much less than one event in 
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the film. Events falling outside these criteria could be easily recognized by the 

kink at the A-decay point and by the ionization of the '"'· 

The sources of background outlined so far are expected to give less than 

two Gpurious leptonic A-decay events in the experiment. 

The moat important source of confusion affecting events identified solely by 

o rays is the fairly large number o£ stray Compton electrons in the cha.mber. We 

have calculated the probability that the first bubble of such a.n electron will coincide 

with the pion from a normal A decay in such a way as to· simulate a 6 ray. Exam-

ination of. our subjective criteria for deciding whether or n.ot a dou.btful o rays is in 
·I 

fact attached to a track has enabled us to estimate the eff~~ctive volUme associated 
i 

with a. track within which the track of a stra.yelectron must commence for a chance 

coincidence to be established. The average effective volume for pions with l~ngth.s 

exceeding 15 em and leaving the chamber was found to be 0.6 cm3• This is 1.6Xl0-S 

the total volurne of the chamber. An average of 35 Compton electrons wa.s found per 

picture, so the p1·obability that one of these pions has a simulated 5 ray is about 1 in 

1800. Confirn'lation of this result came from ·scanning for simulated 6 ra.ys on tracka 

of stopping pione, K meson~~J, and protons, where it was known that there could not 

be genuine o 1·ays of the necessary energy. This investigation leads to a contamination 

of 18% among leptonic decays identified by the 6-ray method . 

. The la1·gest background for events selected by the kinema.tics method was due 

to those nonnal A decays for which the w decayed un.dete.cted into a JA. in flight, after 

which the 1.1 left the chamber, In order to calculate the size of this effect, a Monte 

C.axlo computer progr~m was written to simulate t\(w- iJ.) events of this type. 

The background was found to be ql..tite large and very sensitive to th.e: :scanning 

criteria. Thus, owing to the difficulty in calculating the actual background in 

the selected kinematic -type events, another method of sepal'ation waa uaed. In this 

n1ethod the 1\(11'-co tJ.) backgroundwas elimin.ated by demanding that the kiner:natic-

event con.figurations can not possibly be simulated by the 'IT - tJ. anywhere along the 
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w track. A background due to neutron stars that produced a proton and 1r • and 

having a configuration satisfying the kinematics of a Af3 decay still remained. 

Film was scann~d for neutron stars simulating kinematic L\.!3 decays not associated 

with acceptal:lle origins. A lifetime cutoif was used to select these events. Geometric: 

factors were then used to determine tlu~ oackground of neutron stars that would 

. constrain to good L\.!3 events, on the basis of transverse momentum and lifetime. 

This was found to be 1. 7 events, i.e., lOo/u of the number of events in the category. 

DETERMINATION OF THE BETA-DECAY BRANCHING RATIO 

Because the three different rneans utJed to identify an event as A- p + e • + v 
have different detection efficiencies, the branching ratio has been calculated sep

arately in each case. In general, the procedure is to apply corrections to the n~ber 

ol events observed for scanning efficiency, for the scanning bias introduced by the 

application of the minimum cutoff-length requirements on the two decay secondaries, 

and for the effects of background. The probability that a 1\!3 decay is detected by the 

particular method is then determined, and the total number of leptonic decays is 

calculated from the observed number. 

The branching ratio r is defined here as the ratio of the number of 13 decays 

to the number of mesonic decays. By assuming that two-thirds of the mesonic decays 

go via the charged mode, the total nwnber of mesonic decays in the exper:iment is 

found to be 322, OOO:t: 10,000. 

Branching Ratio from R Events · max 

In order to dete~mine a rate, it is necessary to estimate the total number of 

leptonic decays from the number seen with electrons passing through R • A max 

Monte Carlo program was written to simulate the formation of electron tracks from 

A decays. These were tested to see how many satisfied the detection criteria. The 

program initiated its electrons from the coordinates of a random sample of zoa 

normal A decays found in the chamber. The direction of the e ·was randomized 
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si11ce the pions fror.n normal !\ decays showed no detectable correlations with any 

direction in the charnber. The ene1·gy with which the electron starts is chosen f1·om 

an energy spectrum (Fig. 1) obtained by folding the A-momentum distribution of 

Fig. 2 into a phase-space electron-E~r..ergy spectrum in the cenh,r-of-maaa system:l. 

Sb~: tx·acks of different energies and angles were initiated from each origin. 

The tracks were generated in cella of 0, 9-cm length. In each t:!ell £our effe.ct~s 

were reproduced. F'h·stly, an energy loss due to collision was evaluated. Secondly, 

the magnetic bending corresponding to the morl1.entum and dip angle was calculated, 

Random choices were then made of both rnultiple ~scattering a.nd b1~emsstrahlung 
I 

energy loss. At the end of each cell a new enc1·gy, position, and' dil·ecti.on were 

computed. and a furthe::: cell was begun. This wall rep<.:lated until either (a) the 
i 

energy dropped below 1.5 }.1cV and the pa:ie·ticle was considered to have st('.llpped, 

or (b) the track passed through R . The final energy o£ the electrons and the n1ax 

. detection efficiency as a function of dip angle and of initial electron momentum were 

Col'npiled and printed, 

The theo1y used for collision loss was that of Sternheimer. 7 The radiation 

los a was calculated from H~itler 1 s analytic !orrnula 8 by using the e':act cross se:1ctiom. 

given by Koch and !v1otz, 9 and the n•ultlple-scattering theory is that described by 

Ba:rkas and Rose11feld. 10 

Because of the nume1·ous approximations involved in the theories, it was thought 
~ 

desirable to check the. program against the bc~havior of a known sample of electrons. 
' 

.For this purpoae 1.1. ... m.esona that stopped in the chamber nnd decayed 'were used, 

inasmuch as they p1·ovided a source of elech·ons having a. known energy spectrum. 

1'he coordinates of the origin, the initial direction of the electron, and the value of 

Rrnax (where app1·opdate) were recorded fo:r 179 of these 1-1° decays with all events 

accepted regardless of dip angle. It was observed that {62±6)% of the electrons 

went th1·ough a l"naximum radius vector. The program predicted (65.5±2.5)o/o by 
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uaing the same origins and an electron spectrum given by the two-con1pcncr;t 

·1 neutrino theory (p = 0. 75). The observed and calculated mean values of R 
l11CUC 

were 6.80 and 6.95 cm0 respectively~ and the shapes of the distributions of t) 

.. '.-::'lax 

· were found to agree wello 

This confirmation of the accuracy of the program for electrons of enca·gy 

leas than 50 MeV was most a~tisfactory from the point of view o£ its application to

the generally higher-energy electrons from _A decay oirice the main uncet·ta.inty in 

the calculation wao ln fact due to Heitler' s approximation !or brcmsctrZ~.hhmg below 

40' ·UeV. Fur!her confirmation came from runo o£ the program in which values o! 

the radiation loss~. collision loss, and magnetic field are changed by srna!l amounts. 

Also, runs were made without multiple scattering. In every caae the effect on the 

·detection efficiency wa.s amalJ. 

The value of the detection efficiency for Rmru: events having nega~ive 

secondaries with dip angle ~ 30° was found to be 0.60±0.02. Th<!! en·or a:dses p:ce-

dominantly !rom the statistics on the number of A-decay origins fed into ~he progxam. 

and also from the accuracy to whkh the ·fl·dec:ay rnn provides confirn1.ation. of the. 

calculation.;. The dip-angle requirement was found to be necessary in practice be-. 

cause steeply-dipping electrons that pass through Rmax ca.n be .confused with stopping 

pionoo 

The number ·or eventG detected by the Rmax criterion. and satisfying the 

dip-angle requirement was 62. · The scanning efficiency for this ciass of events 
- ) 

was 0~87±0 .. 05o The correction o£ 0.10±0.03 also had to be applied for events ex-

eluded by the reqilcirement that the range of the proton should be greater tha.n Z n1.n1. 

and that of the electron greater than 9 em. The Monte C:u:lo prog:::am described here 

was used to obtain the part o£ this correction due to electron tracks that wct·c too· 

short.. Thla contribution amountttd to 4o/o a 'When these various factors are taken 
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into account, the number of leptonic decays is estimated to be 265±40. Dividing 

this by the total number of A decays, 322,000±10,000, gives the branching ratio 

r = (0.82±0.13} X to-3• 

Branching Ratio from 6 Rays 

All negative secondaries leaving the chamber were examined for 6 rays. 

--------·-~ 
All events i~ which the ~~ce~ em were reported by the scanner. This 

cutoff was chosen because only about 1. 5 of the A 1 s gave '1'1' 1 s capable of producing 

these o rays •. For each event the proton momentum and the opening angle y.~ere used I 
to calculate the pion momentum corresponding to meso:nic A decay •. Events in which 

this pion co.uld have produced a ,o ray of the observed .length were rejected. 

Twenty events were found in which the electron did not also go through a 

maximum radius vector. There.was good reason to believe that the scanning effi-

ciency for 6 rays on tracks less than 1.5 em long and leaving the charn.ber was very 

poor. The reason !or this was that for evel" .. ts with negative .secondaries longer than 

15 em a scan card had to be filled in by the scanner. This ensured that the track 

was looked at ca1·efully and that the 6 1·ay was noted. For tracks less than 15 em long 

the scanner did not have to record the fact that the track did nqt have a 6 ray, and 

thus many events were possibly missed. The total number of events with 5 rays ancl 

having negative tracks longer than 15 em was 12. The total number of l\f3's was 

calculated from these events by weighting each one according to the inverse of the 

probability that its electron should have produced a. o ray satisfying the. scanning 

criteria somewhere along its path length. The weighting factor for each event ia 

1/t 1 - exp ( ... £/~)1. 

. ., where l is the electron's path length and ~ is the mean free path for producing that 

required S ray. 

In practice, it was not possible to use the o-ray range in space,· 

owing to the heavy scattering suffered by low-energy electrons. Instead. the criterion 
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has been to retain those events with negative secondaries that p~oduce a l5 ray of 

projected length greater than or equal to 1.0 em.. Thua, >.. in the above expression 

does not have its conventional meaning and is no longer simply calculated theoretically. · 

It has been necessary, therefore, to determine the effective >.. experimentally, and 

for this purpose we have scanned electron tracks from high-energy electl·on pairs. 

A value for the effective >.. has been determined at several points th1·oughout tbe run, 
' 

since it has been found to vary with chamber: sensitivity. This variation occurs 

because there is high probability of a scanner's judging 'the o ray to be a background 
' _j , 

Compton electron if its first bubble is separated by more than 2 or 3 mm from the 

parent track~ The chamber sensitivity, as measured by the bubble density of minimum 

ionizing tracks, is now related to the effective mean-free path. Once the bubble 

density on the picture concerned has been measured, the appropriate >.. for any event 

is then available. Values of >.. are typically about 37 em. 

The effective >.. also varies with the velocity of the parent electron, and 

increases ~apidly when the y value of the electron drops below about 35. A pro

cedure has been developed whereby the effective >.. is suitably increased for those 

events having a stopped or nearly stopped electron. 

A good check on the method is afforded by' the R -electron events, since max 

all R · electrons are positively identified by magnetic .. field curvature. From max . · 

the number of R electrons with 6 rays, the method should be able to predict max 

the number of R electrons without 6 rays. It i\s calculated that from 29 events max · 

with 6 rays, there should be (69±14) R electrons altogether. There are in fact . max 

79. 

After 2.. 1 background events due to stray Compton electrons are subtracted, 

there are 9. 9 events left with which to determine the 1\~ decay rate. These have 

an average weighting of about 2.5, which implies that about 40% of all ~ decays with 

a negative track leaving the ~hamber after 15 em have a (l ray. By means of the 
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},1onte Carlo program aescribed previously, it is calculated that {18:!:4)%, of all p 

decaya have such a longth of. negative track. Allowing furthet· for 6% of all events 

~. lost because the proton range was less than 2 ram and for the scanning efficiency 

of 0.67:t:O.l5, the observed o ray evexlt.B represent (4.4:H. 5)% of all !3 decays. On 

this b.asia the branching ratio is r::: (0.70::i:0.33)X 10-3• 

Pranching Ratio from_ t\inematics 

The kinematic events are requh:ed to ha.v-e a negative track that leaves the 

chan'lber a11d ia at least 15 em long. In a(Mition, a requirement ia placed on the 

protm1 nw.rnentum and opening angle that elhnina.tes all mesonic decays and :~.·etains 

a consid~!,rable fraction of the 1\P decaya. This defines a region in Ai3 decay phase 

. space that can not be shnulated by normal li.. decays or A decays with a subsequent 

. 'If"""" f.! decay; This region is that above the line shown in Fig. 3. The line represents 

constant 'iT rnon."lentum. The position of thiG line is determined by calculating the 

minimum initial r.n.om.entum of a. TT which, by decaying into a J.L, can produce a 1 S.Cm ' 

track. This pion momentum i:J 100 rv1.e vI c. 

In order to determine a branching ratio. the fraction of all L\p decays falling 

in this region waa calculated by using a Monte Carlo program. The opening angle 

(between the proton and electron) a.nd the proton xnomentum obtained from thiG pro-

gram were plotted for each decay on a scatter diagram similar to Fig. 3. It was 
., 

found that (0.47:t;0.04) ol all A~ d:_cays fell above the line~ As explained in the section 

on 5-ray events. it is estimated that 0.18±0.04 of all A!3 decays have an electron 

length of 15 ern and leave the chrunber before going through Rmax. The correction 

for this category due to the proton-length cutoff of 2 mm is much less than one event. 

The scanning efficiency for these events is 0.90:f~0.07. Seventeen events were found. 

A 10% correction is necessax-y for neutron-star ba.ckg1·ound, leaving 15.3 events. 

These represent (7.6:± 2.8)% of the total nwnber of 1\.!3 decays in the film. 

kinem<.\tic events the branching ratio is r = (0.6Z±O.l5)X 10-3• 

From 
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DISC'JSS10N 

Becauae the electron-detectio•l efficiency ia not constant £or all eloctcron 

momenta, the branching r<ltio CJUOt~d clepend:r: on our assumption of the ~hape of 

the laboratory-ayotc1"rl oleetron-momcntwn diatriLut!.on. Tho clcctron .. momentwn 

diot:dbution U6ed is shown in Fig. 1. Thio waH obtained by folding the A-momentum ~ 

distribution (Fig. 2.) into a aimple three-body Lorentz-invariant phaao-space cal':"' 

culation. .Because o£ the-! inscn:::itivity of the. el-ectron-momentum distribution to the 

nature of the matrix element for a V, A type o£ interaction, tho branching ratios 

we ol•taln shoulrl hold within the quoted errors for thiD ty;::>e of intet·a.ction. 

Ft·om the dct~ction-~f.ficiency curvca (F'ig. 4) tho branching :t·atio can 'te cal-

calated for any· given laboratory-oy:ltem eloctron-rnon1.cntum apectrurn. 

The b1·anchinG ratios obtainl'!d by the R and the 6 .. ray and ldnematic 
max 

r.1ethods are in good agreement, in spite o£ the different shapes of the detection-

efficiency curvea. Owin~. however, to the large errora on the 6-ray and kinematic 

ratios, not n1uch can be inferred about the validity of the anaumcd electron-momentum 

spectrum. except that it is consistent with the reaclts, and very large deviations 

from it are anlil,ely. 

CONCLUSION 

The three determinationll o! the 1nanchin.g ratio a.rP- shown helow: 

and 

(a) Bl·a11ching ratio from Rma.x 

(b) 'Branching ratio from 6 rays 

(c) Branchinr, :ratio !rom 

kinematic a 

-3 = (0.82.:~0.l3)X 10 , 

. -3 = (0.70::::0.33)Xl0 , 

-~ = (0.6Z±0.2.5)X 10 • 

It should l:.-e noted that the events uoed to determine (a) are completely 

ae!larate £rom thoae ullcd to determine (b) ancl (c). Di!ferent parts of the electron-

ener~y npectl·um are sa.mpkd- by the throe categories. It can be seen that all the 

values ag1·ce within the erroro. 
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The best value obtained from this experiment for the branching r~tio ie that 

obtained from R events. The 157o erro1· quoted contains both the statistical max 

urice1·tainty and the error a on the scanning efficiel'lcies. We feel that any systematic 

error would be considerably less than this. 

The confirmation of the branching ratio from R by the 8-ray and n1ax 

kinematic methods, in spite of much larger uncertainties, is valuable because the 

only common link in detennining the ratios is th.e Monte Carlo calcul;:~.tion of detection 

efficiencies. Formerly, the beat estimate of the ratio was that of Aubert et al. 4 

who found (3.0 ~i:;.>x 10·3 on the basis of 8 events. The value found in our work 

is clearly in disagreement with the prediction of 16 XlO - 3 made by Feynman and 

Gell-Mann. 1 
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Table I. Numl::ern of event:;. a.nd brnnchi!!J r~tios. 
~:s-~· -- --
Category No~ Scannins Esthnil.te>d Cutof[ D.::tection Total 

obzervcd efficiency backg!·ou.:1d cor·rection e.f5.ciency 
("'-} ,,. {%observed} (IY/o) (o/o) 

!vZesonic decay 192,000 89±1 <2 0 100±2 322, ooo± 1 o. ooa 

R . rna4 
0 . 0 

62. 90±3a 30 ~5p a.ngle~-30 87±5 <3 60±2 

so± ob 

Uelta. rays * 12 67±15 17 94:::2c 7.1±1.5 

Kinematic events 17 90±7 l"O 47±4d 18±4 

( 

*Events are not included. in these categories if they satisfy the R condition. 
rna."" 

a'}, ~ z mm and £ -~ 9 em p . ·e 

bDip angle between ±30° 
c i ~2. rnn1 

p 

265± .. !0 

2.2.4±100 

200±80 

_-::-..:.::::.:::::= 

Branching 
ratio 

(0.82.±0.13)Xl o3 

(0. 70±0.33)'<10-3 

( 6 . ' -3 o. 2.±0.25]'<1 0 

dAb 1· . . _,. 3 ove 1ae tn .i.'lg. c 
() 
::u 

o&>a :a:=P:c::cu4 .. -,::u .• t_;a ~=-•:.l~~~~~,:·~~"S:.=~-..;.-.:;~·.h~~~~~~ ... ~~~~=""lf"~~:::;::-:::u:s-x:::ms.~-..:..'"'JC.·:.:::~.,.~.··rt;.~.:::s ' ~ t-' 

,. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

F'ig. 1. Laho:ratory-system electron-momentum spectrum obtained by folding 

the A .. mCJmentum distribution (Fig. Z.) into a three-body phase-spa'?e 

calc u.lation. 

Fig. 2. :hir,tog1.·am of A momentum in the laboratory system. 

· l< ... ig. 3. Graph of opening a.r~gle be~ween charged tracks vs proton n~om.enturn. 

Ba.ckg:round from. mesonic decays falls below line. 

Fig. 4. .Electron-detection efficiency c:urves for the three methods of identification. 

Daahed v~n·tical line defines a 9-cm cutoff used for R events. Total 
n1ax 

curve b alinhtly lower th;m the sum r.)f the other three cm·ves due to a 10% 

overlap of kinemati.c! and-~ ray even.ts. A 100% scanning. efficiency is 

assun'led for all curves. 
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